Living my Legacy
I have been recognized internationally for my abilities to see
through a person’s invisible veils and instantly raising their
awareness to facilitate their growth.
I have the ability to define a person’s life and create a
transformational experience that will deliver results.
I was able to take key elements from my years of working as
an architect for building unique homes and began building the
lives of the unique individuals that lived in them.
I feel I am an architect of humans ...connecting them inside
their true life’s sphere.
Tapping into the many powerful gifts my ancestors passed
onto me…I wove these years of experience with my own
personal healing journey... to form the unique “Destiny
Portals” experience.
I’ve elevated the lives of so many over the last 30 years…and
constantly hear these words... “Vassa, you are the real deal”. I
can hardly wait to wake up in the morning to see what the
universe is providing me with. I’m always expanding and
inspiring someone... wherever I go.
I have touched the lives of diverse people from all over this
amazing planet… creating optimal living right where they are.
I work virtually…telepathically…and in person inside the
amazing sacred gardens that I created in central Florida.
(check out the visuals in another section)

I am known for being extremely dedicated and committed to a
person when they are willing to partner with me in doing the
work.
I use many tools and know how to coach and empower a
person to find their own tools and share just how to use them.
With many years of experience... I have proven successful
with not only individuals…but couples...families…
organizations…project groups and more.
With a strong focus on a long-term strategy to ensure the
shifts that take place and will endure the possible challenges
ahead.
I’m told my energy should be bottled and sold…as I vibrate
with so much passion and optimism. I love what I do and love
the people I engage with. I totally know I am on my true
destiny path and I am living in alignment with my purpose.
I am all about action…getting the work done with great focus
and creativity...using heart energy alot of the time.
Everything begins with communication with a base of
integrity and good character. I follow a moral code of
humility...selflessness and a passionate, open-hearted energy.
I’m dedicated and directly connected with the invisible council
of the ancestral community as a life sculptor and
transformational leader.
Wizened from generations of healers, teachers and medicine
men and women...I am here to connect you with your lineage
when you are ready! I see for you until you can see for
yourself... lifting the veils of darkness and creating order from

the inside out. I am a director of energy working with the
vibrational vortexes of my sacred land for elevation to
facilitate your growth.
I am you, you are me as we go through the journey of
empowerment.
I am dedicated to helping heal you whether you’ve
experienced a loss of connection with yourself or someone you
love...or if you are stuck...and have fallen deep into a dark
place..or are suffering from a broken heart or a major health
issue... or seeking a higher level of truth.
I’ve had individuals spend time with me on my sacred land
from all over the world. Some coming with major physical and
emotional abuse...substance abuse or are victims of PTSD,
OCD and more...on top of having eating disorders...a negative
body image...a general feeling of something really being off
and are stuck in knowing how to resolve the issues.
Are you ready to become your “epic self”?

